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Keep your account secure. If you use an app on your phone, make sure you use a secure app and set up a pin for every app. Set up 2-Step Authentication. Every time you log in from a new device, sign up for an app on a different device, or create a new account, you'll have to use a special code to log in. **.** (2) If it is a publicly visible message, which three people would notice it? **A**. An
unencrypted email **B**. A post to your page **C**. A video on your profile **D**. A comment on your page **.** (3) Where can we find out who is viewing the page? **A**. In the desktop version **B**. In the mobile version **C**. Only on the person's phone **D**. Only on the person's computer **.** (4) "I just want people to like my page, not see my posts." What can you do to
accomplish this? **A**. Use a secure app for Facebook Messenger and chat apps **B**. Use a secure email account **C**. Turn off notifications on Facebook Messenger and chat apps **D**. Disable comment notifications **.** (5) Which of these would be most likely to make your account visible to your friends? **A**. You start a live broadcast **B**. You post a video on your page **C**.
You send a private message to a friend **D**. You join a group **.** (6) What is the easiest way to identify who made a comment on your page? **A**. In the desktop version of Facebook **B**. In the mobile version of Facebook **C**. In the person's feed **D**. Only on the person's phone ## Drill 1 # Answers and Explanations ## **THE RESULTS OF THE QUESTION** 1. **D** The
possible answers include Facebook Messenger, chat apps, Facebook for Windows, Facebook for Mac, and Instagram, so you may want to pick an answer that is a chat app or an app that you can use with your computer. If you can use a phone app to 82157476af
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